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1 General

These transitional regulations refer only to the selective changes in the curriculum (i.e. any changes in the modules and the areas in a study program). All other changes and additions within the context of the introduction of the new framework ordinance (RVO22) are not part of these transitional regulations.

2 Major Programs

2.1 Assessment and advanced level in the major

The modules of the assessment level, the common compulsory program, and the advanced level in the major programs in business and economics as well as in informatics remain the same and are fully credited towards the degree. The assessment level must be completed within the deadline.

2.2 Bachelor’s thesis for major students in informatics

As of HS22, the Bachelor’s thesis must be completed in the area of the major program. Example: Students with a major in Software Systems must complete the Bachelor’s thesis in the area of Software Systems (the subject allocation is made via the registration form).

This requirement does not apply to students of informatics who begin their Bachelor’s thesis by July 31, 2022 (as the start date). For them, as before, the thesis must be completed with a faculty member of the Department of Informatics and, if possible, should be completed in the area of the major program.

3 Minor Programs

3.1 Start Bachelor’s program with assessment level in HS21 or earlier.

3.1.1 Minor Banking and Finance (B_30_BF)

This minor no longer has any compulsory modules. All previously acquired compulsory modules can be credited in the minor in the core elective area BF 1.